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PREFACE

"Marine Science Information, An International Commodity"

Knowledge does not become information until it can be transferred to other people. Even the perception of what constitutes information depends upon the education of an individual. Whether it be expressed in terms of time, education, work, facilities, or materials expended; the gathering, interpreting, documenting, storing, and disseminating of information carries a price.

Should marine information be treated as a commodity? Clearly, marine research is hardly cheap. Suppose the cost of educating the researcher, the direct project costs, plus all the publishing and library storage/processing costs were assessed, then evenly divided among only those who ask for the results. Could any of those readers afford to pay the price? "Cost recovery" becomes an interesting concept when viewed in this manner. Though libraries and information centers benefit from increasingly sophisticated technology for information storage and retrieval at a consistently decreasing unit cost, they are being pushed to initiate "cost recovery" programs. How far do we go in assessing cost?

At the 11th annual meeting of the International Association of Marine Science Libraries and Information Centers, Virginia Institute of Marine Science, Williamsburg, Virginia, USA, October 1985, participants from eighteen countries discussed the problems involved when treating marine information as a commodity. This, the second volume of IAMSLIC Proceedings, is a record of that conference.
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